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Blackwelder (1969) has given two methods of constructing balanced incom- 
plete block (BIB) designs from the association matrices of association schemes 
with two and three associate classes. In this note these two methods are in- 
corporated in a general method, and the existence of a series of BIB designs 
is shown by the generalized method. In addition, a remark about partially 
balanced incomplete block (PBIB) designs with respect to the method is made. 
Blackwelder [l] has given two methods of constructing BIB designs 
from the association matrices. In particular, the various two- and three- 
class association schemes have been examined to determine whether 
BIB designs can be constructed from them. The purpose of this note 
is to incorporate these two methods in a general method and show the 
existence of a series of BIB designs. Finally, a remark about PBIB designs 
with respect to these methods is made. 
The definitions and notations used are coincident with those generally 
used, and especially with those of Blackwelder [l]. 
We can incorporate Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 of [l] in the following form. 
THEOREM A. Let B, , BI ,..., B, be the association matrices of an m-class 
association scheme with parameters v, n( , pjk, i, j, k = 0, l,..., m; and 
. . zI , zz ,..., i, be distinct integers such that it E (1, 2 ,..., m} for I = 1, 2 ,..., t 
(< m). Then the necessary and suficient condition for 
N = [Bi, : Bi, : a.. : Bip-l : Bip + **- + Big : Bip+l : ..- : BiWml 
: B, + a.* + Bis : B+ : .a- : B,,] (1) 
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to be an incidence matrix of a BIB design with parameters v, 
b=(t+p+u-q-s)v, 
t 
r= Cnil, 
Z=l 
- l>l(u - 1) 
is that 
(i) h is a positive integer, 
(ii) nil = *** = nirel = cp ni, = nig+l = 
= His+, = ... = nit s k, 
(iii) i piliz + 2 f: P&, + f: P&, 
1 
= x 
14 k7<ZbP (g<Z)=a 
for f=1,2 ,..., m. 
The proof is quite similar to those of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 in [l] and 
hence omitted here. 
Note that even if there are more than two terms of the sum type of 
association matrices in (I), the conditions like (ii) and (iii) are similarly 
obtained, and that Theorem A includes Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 in [l] as 
special cases. 
Remark. If there exists a BIB design N satisfying Theorem A and t is 
equal to m, then 
Nl = [Bi, + I, : ... : BipW1 + I, : &, + ... + Bi, + I, : B$,+= + I,, : 1.. 
: &u-I -I- Iv : Bi,, f ..* + Bill + Iv : Bi8+1 + I. : **. : Bi% + Iv] 
leads to another BIB design with parameters v’ = v, b’ = b, 
r‘ = r + (m + p + u - q - s), k’ = k + 1, X’ = h + 2, which is some- 
times the complementary of the original BIB design. This idea can be 
used in a problem of these types. 
EXAMPLE i. Consider the three-class association scheme from an 
orthogonal array (nz, /11 + /3 2, n, 2) as described in [l]. That is, its 
parameters are as follows: 
v = n2, nl = /Mn - 11, n2 = B2(n - I>, n3 = p3(n - l), 
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where & = n + 1 - (/3, + /&), and 
Pi1 = n - 2 + @l - l>(Bl - 21, Pfl = MB1 - 0, 
PL = MA - 11, 
Pi2 = Is,@1 - 1)s PT2 = MB2 - 1)s 
PL = BIB2 9 
p:s = MA - I), PS = APB 9 
PL = MA - I), 
PL = Bz(rs, - I), PL = n - 2 + (I% - O(/& - 2), 
PL = Bz(rs, - I), 
P123 = t%t% 9 PL = M/G - I), 
PL = MA - I), 
Pi3 = B&A - I), PL = &(A - l), 
PL = n - 2 + (A - WA - 2). 
Let 
N = [B, + Bz : BJ. (2) 
For N to be the incidence matrix of a BIB design, from Theorem A, 
we must have 
121 + n2 = ng (= k) iff Bl + B2 = I% 9 
which is satisfied for & + & = p3 = (n + 1)/2, 
PiI + Pi2 + P& + 2PL = PS + PL + P$ + 2P?, 
= PZ + PL + PL + 2pL(= A). (3) 
Relation (3) is also satisfied for & + /32 = & = (n + 1)/2, and 
A = (n” - 3)/2. Thus if II is an odd integer greater than 2, then these are 
all positive integers. Therefore Theorem A in this case is stated as follows: 
If there exists an orthogonal array (n2, (n + 1)/2, n, 2) for an odd 
integer n greater than 2, then (2) is an incidence matrix of a BIB design 
with parameters 
v = n2, b = 2n2, r = n2 - 1, 
k = (n2 - 1)/2, X = (n2 - 3)/2, 
(4) 
which is d@erent from a series of BIB designs given in [l]. 
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Since it is well known that there exists an orthogonal array 
(n2, (n + 1)/2, n, 2) for a prime or a prime power n, the BIB design 
with (4) can be always constructed for a prime or a prime power n. 
It is interesting to note that for IZ = 3 we have a well known BIB design 
with parameters u = 9, b = 18, r = 8, k = 4, h = 3, which is also 
constructed by letting N = [& + B, : B3] from a rectangular association 
scheme of 3 associate classes for I = n = 3 as described in [I]. 
EXAMPLE ii. Consider the three-class association scheme of a PBIB 
design [2] with parameters Y = b = 43, r = k = 7, A, = 0, A, = 2, 
A, = 1, n, = n2 = n3 = 14, p:l = pg2 = pi, = 3, p& = pi2 = pi, = 6, 
PC - Pi2 = Pis = 4, etc. Let N = [Bl : B, : BJ. Then we obviously 
have a BIB design with parameters D = 43, b = 129, r = 42, k = 14, 
h = 13. 
It should be noted that if there exists a BIB design N in Theorem A 
for p > 2, then the design N becomes a k-resolvable BIB design. 
Finally, it follows from the properties of a PBIB design that if we have 
in place of condition (iii) in Theorem A 
then design (1) always leads to a PBIB design, based on the same 
association scheme as the original one, with parameters 
t 
v,b=(t+p+u-q-s)v, r== C ai,, 
Z=l 
k = nil = ... = nipel = flpnit = %g+l = *.. = niuwl = L ni, 
= nis+l = . . . = nit, 
2 Plgil + i 
(Q<l)=P (Q<Z)=u 
for f = 1, 2,..., m. These examples are easily given for the various 
association schemes, and hence omitted here. 
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